...we simplify your accounting tasks...

AAP R/4(R) - Accounting Professional
"Comprehensive and easy to use..."
"Better and Higher Performance..."
Reliability & Stability
Data Backup Utility
Data Integrity Expert
Data Reconsolidation
Better Security Control & Reminder
Password Protection
Multiple Access Right Control
Credit Limit
Period Locking
Ease of Use and Learning
User-friendly entry forms
No accounting knowledge required
Ready to use Chart of Accounts
No month end closing
Extensive on-screen help
Easy to correct data entry error
Total real-time integration
Clear & precise command center
Handle partial / full payments
Flexibility & Speed
Full on-line printing
One step easy data entry
Data Diagnostics
Recalculating Capabilities
Printing of reports anytime/any day
Multi-currency
Scalable
Operating Systems/Hardware
Requirements
WINDOWS 2000/XP/Vista
Pentium II System - 166mHz & above
128 MB RAM
100 MB Free HardDisk Space
1024 x 768 Graphic Resolution
104 English Keyboard
For more information:
AccPro Computer Systems Pte Ltd
513-03 Serangoon Road
SINGAPORE 218154
Tel : +65 62975938
Fax : +65 62971358
Email: sales@accpro.com.sg
URL: www.accpro.com.sg

AAP R/4(R) is a fully integrated accounting system, specifically designed for
SMEs (Small-Medium Enterprises), simplifying their accounting tasks, enabling
them to focus on their business.
Stay ahead of your competitors with immediate posting of all transactions. Get
up-to-date financial & stock reports. And don't worry if amendment is a hassle,
simply change the entries and everything will be taken care of; all related documents are automatically updated with the changes. Such realtime features will
tremendously improve work productivity and help to save administrative costs.
This will increase the competitive advantage for your business...
AAP R/4(R) accounting software is specifically designed for businesses that
require sophisticated accounting features to facilitate complex business adaptabilities. AAP R/4(R) is uniquely developed to be comprehensive and easy to use;
the user does not require hefty accounting experience to master the system.
AAP R/4(R) helps you to focus on your accounting data, generating neat and
decisive management and financial reports effortlessly.
You will not find entering accounting transactions or getting accounting figures a
hassle anymore. It is an intelligent, powerful and effective software at a very
affordable price.
AAP R/4(R) is designed for users with little accounting knowledge in mind. Each
transaction entry is accomplished by automatic double entry posting behind the
scene. Users without bookeeping knowledge will find AAP R/4(R) handy &
practical. Its graphical user interface makes it more user-friendly and easy-to-use.
It is a flexible software that adapts to your business workflow so that you won't
have to adopt new procedures.
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